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We present experimental results of fluctuation-enhanced gas sensing by low-cost resistive sensors made of a mixture of graphene
flakes and TiO2 nanoparticles. Both components are photocatalytic and activated by UV light. Two UV LEDs of different
wavelengths (362 and 394 nm) were applied to modulate the gas sensing of the layers. Resistance noise was recorded at low
frequencies, between 8Hz and 10 kHz. The sensors’ response was observed in an ambient atmosphere of synthetic air and toxic
NO2 at selected concentrations (5, 10, and 15 ppm). We observed that flicker noise changed its frequency dependence at
different UV light wavelengths, thereby providing additional information about the ambient atmosphere. The power spectral
density changed by a few times as a result of UV light irradiation. The sensors were operated at 60 and 120°C, and the effect of
UV light on gas sensing was most apparent at low operating temperature. We conclude that UV light activates the gas-sensing
layer and improves gas detection at low concentrations of NO2. This result is desirable for the detection of the components of
gas mixtures, and the modulated sensor can replace an array of independent resistive sensors which would consume much more
energy for heating. We also suggest that a more advanced technology for preparing the gas-sensing layer, by use of spin coating,
will produce corresponding layers with thickness of about a few μm, which is about ten times less than that for the tested
samples. The effects induced by the applied UV light, having a penetration depth of only a few μm, would then be amplified.

1. Introduction

Resistive gas sensors are of much current interest because of
their low-cost production and simple applications to detect
a range of gases [1, 2]. A large variety of metal oxide semi-
conductors (MOSs)—such as SnO2, WO3, ZnO, TiO2,
MoO3, NiO, and Fe2O3—exhibit different gas-sensing
characteristics and can be used to detect various gases.
The resistance is altered upon exposure to the ambient
atmosphere. The change depends on the reducing or oxi-
dizing ability of the gas molecules and can be employed
to determine gas concentration.

The sensors are activated for gas detection at elevated
temperature, and the operating temperature determines the
selectivity and sensitivity of the MOS sensors. Nanoparticles,

typically of noble metals such as Au and Pt, can also dope the
sensors and induce catalytic effects so as to further improve
selectivity and sensitivity [3]. For some applications, a com-
plicating aspect is that the gas mixture may contain different
amounts of humidity, which is the case, e.g., for exhaled
breath analysis for medical check-ups, in office environ-
ments, etc. One can improve gas detection by applying an
array of MOS gas sensors with selectivity optimized for cho-
sen gases, but this solution leads to additional costs of prepar-
ing the set of gas sensors and their operation during practical
use. Furthermore, an array of gas sensors requires additional
energy to operate at elevated temperature. Consequently,
novel gas-sensing methods are desired for enhancing gas
detection by low-cost MOS sensors and need to be applied
beyond measuring the sensors’ DC resistance.
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One method for enhancing gas sensing utilizes low-
frequency (low-f ) resistance noise and was proposed about
two decades ago [4, 5]. Specifically, this method was found
to be efficient for improving selectivity and sensitivity; it
makes use of power spectral densities of recorded resistance
noise as an additional source of information about the ambi-
ent atmosphere of the gas sensor [5, 6]. This method is
referred to as fluctuation-enhanced sensing (FES) [5]. More-
over, recorded 1/f noise can be easily modified by changing
the operating temperature or by UV light irradiation onto
photocatalytic materials [7].

Power spectral density is a function of frequency; its slope
can change locally around a characteristic corner frequency
f c = 1/2πτc by adsorption-desorption events, of specific time
constants τc, induced by the gas molecules present in the
ambient atmosphere. A similar mechanism leading to 1/f
noise is well known for generation-recombination (G-R)
events in semiconductors. Each G-R event is described by a
Lorentzian having a power spectral density of Sð f Þ = S0/f1 +
ð2πτf Þ2g, where S0 determines the noise intensity at fre-
quencies f < ð2πτÞ–1 and τ is the time constant of the trap-
ping state. The 1/f spectrum is given by summing up the
independent events having time constants τ and distributed
logarithmically between the limits τ1 and τ2 [8]. Any devia-
tion from the assumed logarithmically distributed τ—e.g.,
due to scattering from charged impurities with specific prop-
erties—results in a local deviation from the 1/f dependence.
The difference is usually observed as a plateau at a given cor-
ner frequency. Its intensity and position in the frequency
domain may be characteristic for the adsorbed gas molecules
and utilized for their identification by low-frequency noise
measurements.

Experimental studies on a single-layer-graphene field-
effect transistor (FET) have reported different corner fre-
quencies of the plateau characteristic for a set of gases [9].
The corner frequency of the plateau was repeatable for a
batch of specimens, thus demonstrating the potential of high
gas selectivity for the FES method [10]. It was also observed
that the graphene layer could be modulated—e.g., cleaned
after gas exposure to remove adsorbed gas molecules
[9]—by UV light. These results imply that one can use gra-
phene for gas sensing and UV light irradiation to enhance
its sensing properties.

In two-dimensional materials, such as graphene, the gas
molecules adsorbed on the surface change the surface poten-
tial, whereas in resistive gas sensors, the gas molecules alter
the potential barrier between grains. This barrier differs
among the grains of various sizes which jointly form the
resistive gas-sensing layer. Single-layer-graphene has stable
physical properties, and therefore, one can expect high
repeatability of the corner frequency for different gases.
However, a back-gated FET with single-layer-graphene in
its channel requires complicated and expensive technology.
Therefore, we propose to study layers made of two-
dimensional material and assuring more homogenous prop-
erties than the mixture of MOS grains of different sizes and
various potential barriers between them.

In the present work, we explore gas sensing with layers
made of graphene flakes and titanium dioxide (TiO2) nano-

particles. Both materials are photocatalytic and therefore
can be easily modulated by UV light irradiation. The layers
can be produced by low-cost technology, specifically by
painting and subsequently backing the solution located
between gold electrodes to form the gas-sensing layer
[11]. Our experimental studies consider the effect of UV
light irradiation on 1/f noise. Furthermore, we discuss
how this technology can be advanced in order to accomplish
enhanced gas sensing.

2. Materials and Methods for
Sensor Preparation

Our sensors were prepared by an earlier presented technol-
ogy [11]. The gas-sensing layer comprises a mixture of
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and TiO2 nanoparticles. Gra-
phene is sensitive to various gases of practical interest, and
the generated 1/f noise depends on the ambient atmosphere
[12, 13]. Graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide have
been used as templates for preparing graphene-metal particle
nanocomposite in earlier work [14], but these composite
materials (graphene sheets with attached metal particles)
are new in the context of gas sensors and catalysts. In our
exploratory studies, reported below, we investigated this type
of mixture and demonstrated its high potential for gas-
sensing applications.

An rGO honeycomb network deteriorates at high tem-
perature, but this process can be impeded by introducing
TiO2 nanoparticles which are gas sensitive and exhibit a pho-
tocatalytic effect as well. TiO2 is characterized by a large
bandgap, about 3.2 eV, and therefore, adding graphene will
decrease the resistance of the gas-sensing layer. It was neces-
sary to establish an appropriate weight proportion between
TiO2 nanoparticles and graphene for assuring a reasonable
conductivity for gas-sensing measurement (employing DC
resistance and resistance fluctuations), high gas sensitivity,
and time stability of the prepared material.

The gas-sensing layers were prepared by mixing the two
ingredients, painting on the substrate (Figure 1), and subse-
quently baking at 50°C for 30 minutes to stabilize the struc-
tures by removing the solvents, viz., ethanol for diluting
TiO2 nanoparticles (Aeroxide TiO2 P25) and n-butyl ace-
tate for diluting graphene flakes (Graphene Supermarket
UHC-NPD-100ML) [11]. Four-point gold contacts on sili-
con were used as electrodes; the distance between each gold
strip was 300μm. The gas-sensing layers were very porous
and displayed a large active surface (Figure 2). The thick-
ness of the layers was below 75μm and, due to the deposi-
tion technology, varied even within a single substrate by as
much as up to 25μm with a concave cross-section. We pre-
pared layers with different graphene/TiO2 weight ratios in
order to find the most promising composition for gas-
sensing applications [15]. The gas-sensing layers exhibited
some drift in the time domain, but this effect can be dis-
regarded in our experimental studies limited to a few
months. We are conscious that the considered technology
is used to present the potential of gas sensing of the inves-
tigated layers, and any commercial applications require
optimized technology.
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Noise measurements can be made on specimens whose
DC resistance is no larger than hundreds of kΩ. The gas sen-
sor is placed in a feed-back loop of a low-noise operational
amplifier working as a current-voltage converter [16]. The
RC filter embodying DC resistance and parasitic capacitance
determines the frequency characteristic, and low-frequency
noise cannot be measured appropriately when the DC resis-

tance is too high. Thus, we selected for further studies three
ratios of graphene flakes and TiO2 nanoparticles, namely 5,
10, and 20wt%. The resistance of these layers did not exceed
about 20 kΩ at the chosen operating temperatures of 60 and
120°C. We also prepared sensors with 1wt% of TiO2 nano-
particles, but these samples had a DC resistance of up to tens
of MΩ as well as low gas sensitivity and were therefore
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Figure 2: Scanning electron microscopy images of porous layers comprised of graphene flakes/TiO2 nanoparticles with ratios being (a) 5,
(b) 10, and (c) 20wt%.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Preparation of the gas-sensing layer, showing (a) a silicon substrate with four gold electrodes and (b) the gas-sensing layer whose
extent was confined by adhesive tape during painting.
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excluded from detailed studies. The selected layers were
investigated by scanning electron microscopy and showed
porous structures comprised of graphene flakes decorated
with TiO2 nanoparticles (Figure 2).

3. Measurement Set-Up

Our gas-sensing layers were studied under exposure to
selected ambient atmospheres by observing changes of DC
resistance and resistance fluctuations at low frequencies.
The sensors were placed in a metal gas chamber with a vol-
ume of one litre. The gas-sensing layers were sensitive to var-
ious gases, and in order to explore the potential of the FES
method for gas detection, we used an ambient atmosphere
of toxic NO2 gas, which is of a large practical interest.
Mass-flow meters (Analyt-MTC, GFC17 type) were used to
establish the selected concentrations of NO2 diluted in syn-
thetic air. We mixed calibration gas (100 ppm of NO2 in N2
as carrying gas) with synthetic air (20% O2, 80% N2), and
no humidity was present there. The gas mixture was intro-
duced into the gas chamber at a flow rate below 200ml/min
in order to avoid gas turbulence, which might provide a
spurious source of fluctuations not related to resistance fluc-
tuations induced by adsorption-desorption events. The oper-
ating temperature was set by a DC voltage to a heater at the
rear side of the silicon substrate and was monitored by a
thermocouple.

The sensor was placed in a feed-back loop of a low-noise
operational amplifier (Maxim Integrated MAX4478) work-
ing as a current-voltage converter. The output voltage was
recorded by a precise data acquisition board (National
Instruments, model PCI-4474 with 24-bit resolution of the
A/D converter). The output voltage was determined by DC
biasing the gas-sensing layer. This voltage had two compo-
nents: a DC voltage depending on the resistance R of the
gas-sensing layer and a random element proportional to
resistance fluctuations. We confirmed that the recorded 1/f
noise was dominated by noise generated within the gas-
sensing structure, i.e., not by contact noise generated between
the gold electrodes and the gas-sensing layer. This was veri-
fied by the square dependence between the DC voltage U
across the sensor and the power spectral density of the volt-
age noise Sð f Þ [16]. Thus, there was no need to use a four-
point contact method to reduce eventual contact noise. Our
measurement set-up ensured that the normalized power
spectral density, Sð f Þ/U2, was equal to the normalized power
spectral density of resistance fluctuations, SRð f Þ/R2 [17].

The metal gas chamber was used for shielding against
external electromagnetic interference. UV LEDs were placed
at a distance of 1.5 cm from the gas-sensing layer. Two UV
LEDs were applied, designated LED 1 (type T5F, Seoul Opto-
device) and LED 2 (type OSV4YL5451B, OptoSupply). The
bias currents ID of the UV LEDs were set so as to assure
the same maximum optical power emitted at different wave-
lengths λ (LED 1: ID = 8:3mA, λ = 362 nm; LED 2: D = 10
mA, λ = 394 nm). This arrangement enabled us to see how
the wavelength of the UV light affected the generated low-
frequency noise and the ability for gas detection.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

Experimental data confirmed the usefulness of 1/f noise
measurements on the low-cost gas-sensing layers. An 1/f
noise component dominated up to a few kHz, which implies
that the FES method can be utilized for these sensors by
applying a low-noise measurement set-up. The voltage across
the gas-sensing layer was recorded at a sampling frequency f s
of 20 kHz. We estimated the power spectral density of voltage
fluctuations across the sensor by averaging over 512 spectra,
and each spectrum was estimated by using 4096 voltage noise
samples. The product of power spectral density and fre-
quency was then normalized with the DC voltage, and Sð f Þ
f /U2 was evaluated to expose any discrepancy from a 1/f
dependence (Figure 3). This product presents a 1/f noise
component as a flat line in the low-frequency range. Devia-
tions from 1/f noise is represented as a local maximum.
We did not give spectral data at frequencies close to the max-
imum frequency f s/2 = 10 kHz when the antialiasing filter of
the data acquisition board attenuated the signal.

Apart from the 1/f noise component, dominating within
a frequency range up to a few kHz, we identified a Lorentzian
at a corner frequency of 70Hz under dark conditions and at
an operating temperature T of 60°C (Figure 3(a)). The max-
imum of the Lorentzian is about twice larger than the 1/f
noise recorded under UV light irradiation. The Lorentzian
shifted to another frequency range upon irradiation of UV
light.We observed that LED 1, with a short-wavelength emis-
sion, increased the white-noise component as compared with
the effect induced by irradiation from LED 2. It appears that
the higher energy at the shorter wavelengths generated shot
noise. This effect is not so vivid at a higher operating temper-
ature of 120°C (Figure 3(b)), and we can state that shot noise
induced by UV light is not so intense when compared with
the thermal noise of the sensing layer at T = 120°C. The
experimental results suggest that the second temperature is
too high to be used together with UV light irradiation.

We observed a similar change of the slope of 1/f noise
when the sensor was in an ambient atmosphere of NO2 gas
(Figure 4). The presence of the gas shifted the Lorentzian
(Figure 4(a)) at low concentration (5 ppm) in a similar way
as UV light irradiation but did not increase the white-noise
component as observed when the LED 1 was used
(Figure 3(a)). Higher concentrations of NO2 (10, 15 ppm)
induced an increase of 1/f noise and white-noise compo-
nents by up to a few times. The white-noise component is
related to shot noise and thermal noise and, at high concen-
trations of NO2, its increase is also related to a change of the
DC resistance.

When we irradiated the gas-sensing layer by UV light
in an ambient atmosphere with a low concentration of
NO2 (5 ppm), we observed amplification of 1/f noise at
low frequencies (below 10Hz) for the LED 2 only
(Figure 4). The LED 2 emitted light at longer wavelengths
(maximum at 394nm) and supplied smaller energy as
compared with the LED 1 (maximum at 362 nm). This
fact explains why the LED 2 induced intense 1/f noise at
frequencies below 10Hz (Figure 4(c)) whereas the LED 1
did not (Figure 4(b)).
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We should underline that the power spectral densities
changed by up to a few times, and these differences are much
larger than the observed changes of the DC resistance
induced by UV light irradiation or by the ambient atmo-
sphere of NO2. Moreover, the Lorentzian is characterized
by a corner frequency whose value is very informative for
gas detection algorithms. This result can be explained by
the activation mechanism of UV light irradiation on gas
sensing. It is known that UV light generates ions O2

-(g) cov-
ering the surface of gas-sensing grains [18]. These ions have
much weaker binding to the grains than the chemisorbed
ions O2

-. Therefore, any changes in fluctuation phenomena
induced by the introduced gas can be more intense due to
lower binding energy. Moreover, corner frequencies f c = 1/
2πτc for G-R events can be higher due to lower energy and
visible at higher frequencies, as observed in our experimental
studies.

The DC resistance depended on operating temperature
and graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio. When UV light, irradiating
the sensor or toxic NO2 gas, was introduced, we observed a
drop of the DC resistance. Relative change of DC resistance
was about 60% of the initial value for the lowest investigated
graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio of 5wt%. The sensor with a gra-
phene flakes/TiO2 ratio of 20wt% had a DC resistance of
about a few hundred Ω only, and the observed drop did not
exceed 30% at the highest concentration of 15 ppm of NO2.
The layers with the graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio of 10wt%
had a DC resistance of some tens of kΩ. Slightly higher DC
resistance was exhibited for the gas-sensing layer with a gra-
phene flakes/TiO2 ratio of 5wt%. The DC resistances of the
gas-sensing layers varied because of different graphene fla-

kes/TiO2 ratios and because of differences in the thicknesses
of the tested specimens. All recorded DC resistances and time
series of voltage across the sensor, and the detailed descrip-
tion of the files, were saved as data sets in MATLAB work-
space format (the files ∗.mat) and are available for further
use at https://drive.pg.edu.pl/s/G4R5w0CMzjJpRIA.

It should be noted that graphene is sensitive to irradiation
at the wavelengths of the applied UV light, and it has been
experimentally confirmed that UV light at a wavelength of
280 nm can damage and alter the characteristics of a single-
layer-graphene sensing device [9]. Thus, the combination of
operating temperature and UV light wavelengths determines
the frequency position of the Lorentzian and its presence. We
observed that at the operating temperature of 120°C, and in
an ambient atmosphere of SA, the UV light intensified the
1/f noise at low frequencies (Figure 5(a)). At the same oper-
ating temperature and under dark conditions, but at an
ambient atmosphere of 15 ppm of NO2, there was a Lorent-
zian at a corner frequency of 100Hz (Figure 5(b)). The cor-
ner frequency shifted when UV light was applied.

We conclude that the presented results are very promis-
ing with regard to practical applications of the FES method
implemented with low-cost gas-sensing layers. We observed
for a few sets of working conditions that the Lorentzians
occurred at different corner frequencies. Their presence can
be easily utilized to enhance gas detection even when the
ambient atmosphere is a gas mixture. The results are similar
to those observed for a back-gated field-effect transistor with
single-layer-graphene in its channel [9], and the identified
corner frequencies, characteristic for different investigated
gases, were in a range similar to the frequencies observed in
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Figure 3: Normalized product Sð f Þ f /U2 of frequency f and power spectral density Sð f Þ of voltage fluctuations across a gas sensor biased by a
DC voltage U when the sensor is in an ambient atmosphere of synthetic air (S.A.) and operating at (a) T = 60°C and (b) T = 120°C. The
sensing layer (graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio 10wt%) was working in the dark and under UV light supplied by LEDs with emission
wavelengths of 362 nm (LED 1) and 394 nm (LED 2).
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the present work. We suppose that the addition of TiO2
nanoparticles, which decreases the bandgap, makes the gra-
phene flakes more sensitive to gas detection. Unfortunately,
the introduced nanoparticles change the 1/f noise and alter
its intensity between the various samples of gas-sensing
layers as a result of unavoidable imperfections induced on
the graphene surface. The results suggest that the considered
low-cost technology utilizing a two-dimensional material
(graphene flakes) can give acceptable gas-sensing properties.

Our results are close to those for very selective, and cer-
tainly more sensitive, sensors utilizing single-layer-graphene,
which offer highly repeatable sensing parameters but are very
fragile and expensive.

There are still problems associated with our technology,
which require further in-depth studies, and we do not know
how repeatable and durable the technology is with the inves-
tigated gas-sensing layers. The layers were rather thick and as
a consequence of the simple, and very cheap, technology,
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Figure 4: Normalized product Sð f Þ f /U2 of frequency f and power spectral density Sð f Þ of voltage fluctuations across a gas sensor biased by a
DC voltage U when the sensor, operating at T = 60°C, was in an ambient atmosphere of synthetic air (S.A.) and in the shown concentrations
of NO2. The sensing layer (graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio 10wt%) was working in the dark and under UV light supplied by LEDs with emission
wavelengths of 362 nm (LED 1) and 394 nm (LED 2).
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their thicknesses vary significantly. We are confident that
much better results could be reached the by spin coating
technology. Sensing parameters would then be more repro-
ducible, and the sensing layers could be as thin as a few μm
only. Then, we expect an even more significant impact of
UV light irradiation on the sensing properties. In fact, the
penetration depth of UV light in the graphene flake/TiO2
layer does not exceed a few μm; its value depends on the
morphology of the layer and is determined by the specific
graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio. This issue has to be studied
experimentally in order to ascertain optimal technical
parameters. Moreover, a very thin layer would decrease the
response time and make gas detection more facile and
measurement time much shorter than for the experiments
reported above. A decrease of the response time would
require advanced signal processing to account for differential
values for gas detection in order to remove unavoidable drifts
in practical measurements. It would also be possible to apply
some drift removal algorithms [19] in order to reduce this
detrimental effect, and the same solution could be used to
reduce effects of sensor ageing. In future work, the selected
detection algorithm should be applied to detect gases in the
ambient atmosphere [20]. Some of these algorithms were
designed specifically for the FES method and utilize changes
of the estimated power spectral densities [21].

5. Conclusions

We presented experimental results of NO2 sensing by low-
cost gas-sensing layers made from graphene flakes/TiO2
nanoparticles mixtures. The layers were modulated by UV
light irradiation using two LEDs with different emitted wave-

lengths. The FES method was applied to detect an ambient
gas, and the recorded 1/f noise exhibited Lorentzians at dif-
ferent corner frequencies. The Lorentzians were modulated
by UV light and can be used to detect the ambient gas. Pre-
liminary work indicated that optimum properties were
obtained when the graphene flakes/TiO2 nanoparticles ratio
was 5wt%. The DC resistance of the sensing layer was about
tens of kΩ and allowed accessible low-frequency noise mea-
surements by applying low-cost technology embodying a
low-noise operational amplifier and A/D converter.

In addition, we proposed to advance the technology by
applying spin coating to reduce the thickness of the gas-
sensing layer, which would enhance the modulation by UV
light. Our preliminary results suggest that low-cost gas detec-
tion can be sensitive to selected gases in a manner similar to
that with much more expensive sensors based on a single-
layer-graphene FET transistor. This result is promising for
the detection of the components of gas mixtures when the
modulated sensor replaces an array of independent resistive
sensors, which consume much more energy for heating and
require significant maintenance costs. The proposed sensors
can be potentially applied in wearable applications as a con-
sequence of their low cost and their low operating tempera-
ture which requires little energy for heating. In principle,
temperature-activated adsorption-desorption of gas mole-
cules was replaced by UV light modulation to produce simi-
lar effects. However, more thorough studies are needed to
determine the repeatability of the sensitivity and gas selectiv-
ity for the sensors discussed in the present work.

The same remark is valid for determining the gas sensors’
response at various humidity levels and optimal selection of
operating temperature for detected gases. The reported
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Figure 5: Normalized product Sð f Þ f /U2 of frequency f and power spectral density Sð f Þ of voltage fluctuations across a gas sensor biased by a
DC voltage U when the sensor was in an ambient atmosphere of (a) synthetic air (S.A.) and (b) 15 ppm of NO2 diluted in S.A. The operating
temperature was T = 120°C. The sensing layer (graphene flakes/TiO2 ratio 10wt%) was working in the dark and under UV light supplied by
LEDs with emission wavelengths of 362 nm (LED 1) and 394 nm (LED 2).
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results for relatively low temperatures (60°C, 120°C) are
important for practical applications since the energy con-
sumed by the sensors is small.

It is worth mentioning that various two-dimensional
materials (composite of rGO and TiO2 [22], a few layers of
MoS2 [23]), decorated with nanoparticles of Au, exhibit pho-
tocatalytic effect and enhance their gas sensing under UV
light irradiation. The observed changes of DC resistances are
more profound when UV light activates adsorption-
desorption processes. We can expect even better results for
the FES method when applied for these materials. It means
that our presented results open a new perspective on
enhanced gas sensing for emerging gas-sensing materials.

We should underline that there are new proposals of
physical phenomena that can be utilized to enhance gas sens-
ing, including triboelectric effect [24] or even triboelectric-
photoelectric coupling effect [25]. These proposals improve
gas sensing and suggest self-powered sensors for wearable
applications. We hope that such sensors applied for monitor-
ing human activities can also utilize the FES method and
introduce new sensing operations.
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